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Discussion 
When you are ready, respond to the questions below. Be sure to comment on your classmates' posts. There is one thread in this discussion area.
Civil Rights 

Discussion Question  Edward Jackson   4/14/2011 2:11:23 PM 
 
Would firing Allen Lopez violate his civil rights? 
The simple answer is yes it would. Allen’s fictional company, though baring a resemblance, does not give the company any rights. If Allen had named the company at the website, then of course that would have been a problem. Government and corporate America already exert so much control over our lives; I’m wondering what will be next? Will they tell us we can’t smoke, drink, or even eat fast food while off the clock? If I were the one making the decision of whether the company could take action against Allen or not, I’d tell them to get real and slam the door in their face.　

Do employers have an ethical duty to grant employees constitutionally protected civil liberties like the freedoms of speech and expression or are there legitimate business reasons for an employer to limit or abridge its employee’s civil rights while at work?
For as long as I can remember, I have been pro-employee. The company protects the company, and as far as the employee is concerned, the employee protects themselves. With that said, companies’ offer no more rights than they have to; most companies provide what is required by law, and they take away everything else. Are there legitimate reasons to limit an employee’s civil rights at work? Perhaps (maybe in rare situations), but employers tend to get carried away and make irrational and rash decisions merely on a whim. They say things like "It’s to protect the company", all while profits soar and employees get the blunt object. I believe if someone’s fictional story on a website can bring down a company, then that’s a company that shouldn’t have its doors open anyway. Business ethics is an oxymoron for sure. Businesses should do more for their employees, including increasing civil liberties, like freedom of speech, even within the workplace. 

While not at work? 
The only reason I can think of why a company would not allow full civil liberties at work is control. They want to be able to control general employee population (they don’t want mobs forming against the company). The problem with that, especially in Allen’s case, sometimes there are legitimate reasons why employers and businesses need to listen and make changes. Allen went to management, he tried going through all the right channels and he got shut down. Some employers want machines, voiceless, faceless, and obedient machines.

Which ethical principles or questions are important to consider when deciding whether "business interests" provide legitimate grounds for abridging civil rights?
The real problem I see with this is that business interests aren’t definitive. Business interests are what they say they are, and can change frequently. I mean you have the obvious which is the competitive edge, which is just another way of saying profitable. So, it all really comes down to the numbers, to the bottom line (we’ve all heard this). The almighty dollar is why they abridge civil rights. Pretty sad. America has built an empire around capitalism, with the façade of civil liberties, justice, and equality. If you really want to see just how free you are, get between a company and their bank account.

Krasemann, Keith., W. & Thiroux, Jaques., P. (2010). Ethics:Theory and Practice. Upper Saddle River, New Jersey. Pearson Custom Publishing. 
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 RE: Discussion Question  Edward Jackson   4/15/2011 6:35:25 AM 
Thanks!  I agree, even if they can't fire him for the website fiasco, they will make his job unbareable enough in other ways that he'll be forced out. At will state?  Is that the same as a right-to-work state?  Florida is a right-to-work state, basically meaning it's pro-employer and they don't need a reason to terminate you.  I have seen on many occassions an employee sent to the HR office, just for them to be told their services were no longer needed, and no reason was given.  I do not agree with this type of action.
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RE: Initial Response,  Edward Jackson   4/16/2011 10:40:09 AM 
I completely agree, American citizens do have rights, and should really even have more when it comes to civil liberties inside any business.  I don't think just because your at work that somehow an employer gets to take away your rights.  Corporations aren't sovereign nations of any kind, even though they think they have all this power.  When we're at the grocery store, CEOs wait in the lines just like the rest of us.  Capitalism, corporations, and the executive nature of top businessmen and bussinesswoman all have a place in America, however it should not be with taking away liberties and rights granted to us by the United States Constitution.  We the people, should not be afraid of our employer.
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RE: A Question?  Edward Jackson   4/17/2011 9:19:08 AM 
I think the overall concept is the same as the website, though slightly more indepth. The company would still have no rights regarding a work of fiction. Now if a person is slandering a company openly at a website or in a book, where the company's identity is named, then I would think that's closer to whistle blowing, and could potentially be considered criminal. As much as I don't like companies taking advantage of employees, I also don't believe you should slam them in any type of media. Most employees, including myself, do not actually understand why a business does what it does, from layoffs to just not hiring replacement employees as employees leave, also known as attrition. I can guess it's always about the bottom line, but I really don't know. So for me to slander a company, just to find out later that they had to layoff people or close their doors, I'd feel pretty bad.
Companies, especially the larger ones, need to do more for their employees. And the reason they should do more is because of the amount of resources at their disposal. I expect the bigger companies to provide better retirement plans, better healthcare premiums, as well as more employee-centric programs that praise employee efforts throughout the year. I expect a greater concern for civil liberties, tolerance and understanding of an employee's life inside and outside the company (especially employees who have been with a company for 7+ years), and most of all, seniority and tenure need to come back in a big way. It seems like companies find every reason in the book to get rid of long term employees, when they should be promoting that employee or giving them incentives for their loyalty. To me, it's about reciprocity, but it does seem that many companies think your paycheck should be enough, and let me tell you, it is NOT. The paycheck is only the beginning. An employee needs to be considered a valuable asset, needs to be challenged, and occasionally needs a little TLC. :-)
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RE: Discussion Question  Edward Jackson   4/17/2011 9:34:30 AM 
Depending on what state you live in, I live in Florida, they do not have to prove anything.  The employee would be brought to HR and terminated right then and there; no reason has to be given.  In the case where there is a union, the company wouldn't make that mistake, they would find a legitimate reason, and then terminate the employee.　 
I've even heard of some pretty ridiculous reasons.　 I have a friend, and she worked as a MRI tech for a hospital for 17+ years, and endured many managers and directors throughout the years. Then under a particular regime, it was more than she could handle, so she become a little outspoken that management was abusing staff, especially her (which they were). She even voiced her concern to an HR official. On a side note, she had superior patient skills and the rest of the staff loved her. One day she was brought into the HR office and told that her services were no longer needed. She asked why, and the only reason they had was, "She had a bad attitude". She was stunned. Three years before her retirement, three years before she would be eligible to receive her pension, she was terminated for not liking her current manager. 
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